portfolioRE | Portfolio-Based Solution
Renewable Energy for Small and Midsize Businesses
portfolioRE provides an innovative opportunity to aggregate small and

portfolioRE at a glance

midsize customers with simplified renewable supply options, tailored to fit
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load profiles and low-carbon objectives.
Low

contracts along with renewable energy certificates (RECs). RECs are
contracted off the same hydro asset and can help you offset your carbon
emissions and demonstrate the gold standard of sustainability.
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Locality / Proximity

Through this offering of portfolioRE, physical volumes of renewable
energy from a hydro facility are incorporated into traditional retail supply
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Technology Type Flexibility
Low

Medium
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Sustainability Impact

Physical transactions support the strongest marketing and sustainability
claims that organizations can make to demonstrate a commitment to the
environment. Firm volumes and flexibility to choose retail structure adds
further value in strategizing energy purchases and ensuring predictability
in month-to-month costs.
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Renewable Asset Referencing
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Contract Term Flexibility

WHO can benefit?

Low

Medium

Interest runs particularly high in the following sectors.
•

Independent School Districts

•

Commercial Property

•

Colleges and Universities

•

Grocery Stores

•

Data Centers

•

Hospitality Industry Segments
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WHY consider ENGIE’s portfolioRE with hydro?
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• Fast execution time
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asset, allowing for a stronger
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required, unlike traditional
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Budget Certainty
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Developer Credit Risk

renewable PPAs
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Customers in PJM can buy clean, reliable
renewable power from ENGIE that will be sourced
from the Smoky Mountain Hydropower portfolio.
The portfolio consists of four hydropower facilities
located along the Little Tennessee and Cheoah
rivers in Tennessee and North Carolina, with a
total installed capacity of 375 MW. Owned and
operated by Brookfield Renewable U.S., one of
the largest providers of renewable energy in the
nation, the facilities hold certifications by the
Low Impact Hydropower Institute, a designation
awarded to generators that meet a suite of
extremely stringent science-based environmental
protection standards and social and cultural
criteria.
Physical electricity and project-specific RECs
are incorporated into traditional retail supply
contracts, providing the strongest external claims
to demonstrate sustainability commitments.

Santeetlah hydropower facility (Source: Brookfield
Renewable U.S.)

ENGIE Salutes Low-Carbon Leaders
Leading brands turn to ENGIE for support in the transition to zero carbon. We applaud these Carbon
Champions for their commitment to environmental responsibility.

Reduce Environmental Impact.
Improve Competitive Position.
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Einstein Bros.© Bagels Transitions to Low-Carbon Energy
Diet

Studies* indicate that reducing

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
LAKEWOOD (CO) – February
17,
April
27,2020
2020 – Einstein Noah Restaurant Group, Inc. today announced a retail renewable
energy agreement with ENGIE Resources LLC. The contract goes through 2023 and includes 100% of the electricity
needs, or approximately 4,180 megawatt-hours annually,
for all
Einstein Enters
Bros.® Renewable
Bagels locations
in Texas.
Renewable
Villanova
University
Energy
Agreement,
energy will be sourced from ENGIE North America’s Live
Oak Wind
Project in Schleicher
County, Texas.
Enhancing
Commitment
to Environmental
Sustainability

environmental impact delivers
significant benefits, from lower debt

The renewable energy credits in this agreement represent the environmental benefits equal to the displacement of more
50 percent
the energy
purchased
new
agreement
with
Resources, LLC, will be sourced
than 28,000 barrels of oil consumed
or theofcarbon
sequestered
bythrough
322,000this
tree
seedlings
grown
forENGIE
a decade.
regionally from the Holtwood Hydroelectric Power Plant in Lancaster County, Pa.
“We are excited to add wind-generated energy to our energy supply mix and are equally as delighted to partner with ENGIE
VILLANOVA,
Pa.—Villanova
University
is furthering
commitment
environmental
sustainability
Resources on this GREEN energy
contract.
We look forward
to the
future of its
renewable
and to
sustainable
energy
sources through a new
® Resources, LLC. After a competitive bid process, the
multi-year
renewable electric
agreement
withBros.
ENGIE
coming to the market,” said Susan
Scheuermann,
energy energy
manager
for Einstein
Bagels.
agreement was designed and executed by Villanova’s independent energy consultant, Evolution Energy Partners. Fifty
percent
of the
approximately
MWhthe
of power
Villanova
purchaseswith
through
ENGIE
willstructure.
be sourced regionally from
Einstein Bros.® Bagels will also
achieve
budget
certainty 52,000
throughout
term of
this agreement
a fixed
price
Holtwood
Hydroelectric
Plant,
ownedby
bycombining
Brookfield Renewable,
a global
leadercontracts
in renewable energy. The
ENGIE’s portfolioRE solutionthe
bridges
the gap
in greenPower
energy
products
traditional retail
energy
Holtwood
Hydroelectric
Plant
is located on
the Susquehanna
Lancaster
County, Pa.
This agreement is a
with supply and renewable energy
certificates
fromPower
specific
renewable
generation
assets. River
WithinENGIE,
customers
can
reflection
of Villanova’s
ongoing
commitment
to achieving
carbon neutrality
on its campus by 2050.
become low carbon leaders, reduce
their
environmental
impact,
and improve
their competitive
position.

ratios and higher mean sales growth
to greater returns on assets, profits
before taxation, and operational
cash flows. Employee loyalty,

“Taking
is yet aanother
which Villanova
can energy
positively
affect sourced
change and
its commitment to
“Until recently, the retail energy
sectorthis
didstep
not offer
solutionway
withinphysical
renewable
directly
fromaffirm
a local
saidlike
thebakeries,”
Rev. Petersaid
M. ENGIE
Donohue,
OSA, PhD,Senior
Villanova
renewable
renewable asset to a portfolio sustainability,”
of small facilities
Resources
ViceUniversity
PresidentPresident.
Graham “Purchasing
Leith.
energy and
other
innovative
ways retail
to make
our campus more sustainable is one way we will help mitigate and
“We’re proud to introduce a solution
to aexploring
customer
known
for its own
innovation.”
adapt to a changing climate for a more prosperous future.”
About Einstein Noah Restaurant Group, Inc.
The power purchased
Villanova
through
ENGIE
serveKnown
the University’s
Main Campus, West Campus
Einstein Bros.® Bagels is a neighborhood
bagelryby
that's
always
baking
up Resources,
a new wayLLC
to will
bagel.
for its fresh-baked
®
Southand
Campus,
as well
as The Inn at Villanova
University.
hydroelectric
power
addedgourmet
by the University through
bagels available in a variety ofand
flavors
premium
double-whipped
shmears,
EinsteinThe
Bros.
Bagels also
serves
this agreement
a renewable,
affordable
source
® of energy, harnessing just the movement of water to generate
bagel sandwiches, coffee, espresso,
sweetsis and
snacks. Einstein
Bros.
Bagels is proud to be the largest bagel retail
electricity.
As
a
readily
available
and
storable
energy
resource,
hydropower
is
also
uniquely
company in America with more than 700 locations in 40 states and the District of Columbia. To learn equipped
more, to support the
integration
of
high
levels
of
intermittent
windand
solar-powered
generation
onto
the
electric
system, helping to
visit www.EinsteinBros.com.
achieve a resilient, reliable and clean-energy grid of the future.

morale, and recruitment also benefit
from sustainable initiatives.

About ENGIE Resources “We are excited about this new renewable energy agreement, as it allows a significant portion of the University’s
ENGIE Resources LLC is a subsidiary
North
America
Inc. andsaid
part
of theMorro,
international
energyfor
group
ENGIE.
As
electricity of
to ENGIE
come from
renewable
sources,”
Robert
Vice President
Facilities
Management
at Villanova
a leading electricity supplier to
non-residential
consumers
in the United
States,
weclimate
deliveraction
a combination
of products
andcarbon footprint.”
University.
“This is the
most significant
step to date
in our
plan towards
reducing our
services, highly rated customer service, and financial strength that provides unique and compelling value to our
customers. Now offering solar
and Resources,
other renewable
energy
options,
demand
response,
and
on-bill financing,
wecontract
assure physical volumes
ENGIE
LLC offers
custom,
structured
solutions
that give
customers
the ability to
our customers that they can of
count
on usrenewable
to createenergy
effective,
plans. Ourorin-house
energy experts
work
with bridge the gap
merchant
eithercustomized
direct with generators
through intermediaries.
These
solutions
customers to understand theirinoperations,
services
to their
business
and budget. For more
green energytailoring
productsproducts
and offerand
flexible
termsspecific
and simple,
standard
retail agreements.
about ENGIE Resources, visit www.engieresources.com. Follow ENGIE Resources on LinkedIn, Twitter and Facebook.
Brookfield Renewable’s Holtwood Hydroelectric Power Plant is capable of delivering 252 MW of hydroelectric power
into the PJM electric grid. It produces renewable power using 14 turbine-driven generators that channel water around
the dam and through the powerhouse at Holtwood Dam—the oldest of three major dams built across the lower
Susquehanna River.

*Harvard Business Review

NOTE: Any marketing claim or PR must be first vetted by ENGIE Resources and the Renewable Facility and is subject to prior approval. In Connecticut, suppliers may not market
products as “renewable energy” unless the offer is supported by an ownership in or a PPA
for a renewable resource used to serve the contract. RECs may originate only from ISO-NE,
New York ISO, or PJM control areas and RECs may originate only from sources designed as
Class 1.
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